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Distinguishing failure modes in oligomeric polymer
nanopillars†

Emily Y. Lin and Robert A. Riggleman a

Brittle failure is ubiquitous in amorphous materials that are sufficiently cooled below their glass
transition temperature, Tg. This catastrophic failure mode is limiting for amorphous materials
in many applications, and many fundamental questions surrounding it remain poorly understood.
Two challenges that prevent a more fundamental understanding of the transition between a ductile
response at temperatures near Tg to brittle failure at lower temperatures are i) a lack of computa-
tionally inexpensive molecular models that capture the failure modes observed in experiments and
ii) the lack of quantitative metrics that can distinguish various failure mechanisms. In this work,
we use molecular dynamics simulations to capture ductile-to-brittle transition in glass-forming
oligomeric polymer systems where we systematically vary both the temperature relative to Tg and
the form of the interaction potential to induce a variety of failure modes. We characterized the ef-
fects of this new potential on macroscopic mechanical properties as well as microscopic structural
and dynamical response during deformation. Finally, we develop several quantitative metrics to
distinguish between different failure modes, and we find that the transition between catastrophic
brittle failure, necking, and homogeneous plastic flow is gradual as the temperature is increased.

Introduction
Glass-forming polymers play a crucial role in many applications,
and amorphous polymers remain one of the few glass-forming
materials commonly found in applications. Other families of
glasses, such as metallic glasses, are too brittle for many potential
applications, and understanding the dynamics in these systems
during deformation has become an active topic of research in the
last few decades. Glassy materials tend to fail catastrophically
in a brittle fashion under high loading conditions, which can be
problematic in applications where the structural integrity of these
materials is critical to their function1–3. In crystalline systems, de-
fects propagate during deformation to provide ductility, and the
motion of the defects can be easily monitored. However, in disor-
dered solids defects cannot be easily identified, and particle rear-
rangements that lead to failure become much more complicated
to parse. Plastic events are present even when the macroscopic
properties indicate the material is still in the elastic regime of the
deformation, and they eventually organize into the shear band
where the material ultimately fails.4–8

Failure in non-polymeric disordered solids after yielding can
take several forms. For ductile materials, the shear band draws
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down to a neck near the yield, at which the sample breaks af-
ter significant plasticity. For brittle materials, this necking behav-
ior is not observed; instead, cavities form in and near the shear
band, and the sample catastrophically fails via fracture with lit-
tle additional strain. The transition between ductile and brittle
behavior can be tuned through both sample preparation proto-
cols and experimental conditions, such as temperature at which
deformation occurs and the strain rate, and because glasses are
non-equilibrium systems, the vitrification process and the age of
the specimen can also play a role in the failure mechanism.9–20

At low temperatures, brittle failure is expected for essentially
all amorphous solids, including glassy polymers. However, previ-
ous studies of polymer pillars with free surfaces using the com-
mon coarse-grained model polymer with Lennard-Jones (LJ) in-
teraction sites connected by rigid bonds have not observed brittle
failure, even for small chain lengths at low temperatures.10 While
many of the phenomena produced via this model agree qualita-
tively very well with experiments20,21, the inability to capture a
transition from homogeneous plastic flow to brittle failure at low
temperatures remains a significant shortcoming. Previous studies
of crazing11,12,22–24 in polymer glasses have shown transition be-
tween cavitation and crazing to homogeneous plastic flow25, but
crazing was only observed for a stress state that puts the sample
under triaxial tension. While this loading state is expected near
the front of a propagating crack tip, observing the nucleation and
growth of a crack through a finite-sized sample remains elusive
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in common LJ models. Even the binary monomer Lennard-Jones
glass, which is nominally a model for a metallic glass26 appar-
ently does not exhibit the catastrophic failure observed expected
at low temperatures in the absence of fully periodic boundaries
that are expected to stabilize plastic flow.27 Clearly an inexpen-
sive molecular model, or family of models, that exhibit the ex-
pected failure modes at zero pressure boundary conditions would
provide a platform to study failure in amorphous solids.

Another challenge facing molecular simulation studies of fail-
ure in amorphous solids is the lack of quantitative metrics that can
distinguish the various failure modes. Since simulations typically
use relatively small sample sizes (with notable exceptions28,29)
where the failure is not as sudden as in macroscopic samples, the
strain to failure is often of limited utility. This situation often
leads to describing transitions between various failure modes in a
qualitative manner and often through visual inspection.

In this work, we take a first step towards addressing these two
issues by characterizing a series of model glass-forming polymers.
Beginning with the standard Lennard-Jones models, we system-
atically modify the temperature, cooling rate used to prepare the
glass, and the form of the potential (following ideas proposed
in previous work30,31) and study the failure mode of nanopillars
under tensile loading. Across temperature and the potentials con-
sidered, we observe a spectrum of failure modes including brittle
fracture, ductile necking, homogeneous plastic flow, and several
intermediate modes. In addition, we develop and examine some
quantitative metrics that distinguish the various failure modes. In
general, we find that the transitions between the different failure
modes are gradual as the system parameters are changed, and
we demonstrate that surface roughness alone does not capture
the changes observed. The characterization of this family of mod-
els lays the groundwork for future studies that can examine the
evolution of structural features during a variety of failure modes
in addition to brittle failure32.

Simulation details
For our Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation studies, we used
coarse grained model oligomers with chain length of N = 5
monomers per chain. The non-bonded interactions take the form
of

Unb
i j = 4ε

[(
σ ′

ri j−D

)12
−
(

σ ′

ri j−D

)6
]
−ucut (1)

where D is a parameter that allows us to modify the range and
curvature at the minimum in our potential, and when D = 0 this
reduces to the standard LJ potential and has been well estab-
lished previously33–35. We adjust σ

′
= 1−D/21/6 to fix the lo-

cation of the minimum, as shown in Figure 1 for the four values
of D used in this study. The bonded interaction in our simula-
tions is a stiff harmonic bonding potential, Ub

i j = (kh/2)(ri j−σ)2,
where kh = 2000 ε/σ2. All units reported in this study are in LJ re-
duced units: temperature T = kT ∗/ε, and time τLJ = t∗

√
ε/mσ2,

where m represents the mass of a single LJ interaction site, T ∗

and t∗ represent temperature and time measured in laboratory
units, and ε and σ are the parameters of the standard LJ poten-

tial (D = 0). We used the LAMMPS simulation package with a
small simulation time step of δ t = 0.000663652 τLJ/timestep36.
We chose this δ t value to be commensurate with the increased
curvature of the modified LJ potential (mLJ), and the mLJ poten-
tial is implemented in LAMMPS as the “lj/expand” pair style due
to its common use in simulating nanoparticles and colloids.
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Fig. 1 Standard and modified LJ pair potentials.

Characterization of the mLJ potentials.

For comparing the Tg of the standard and of the modified LJ
systems, bulk polymer glass simulations were used. Monodis-
persed systems consisting of 6000 monomers total were used for
LJ and mLJ (D = 0.75) potentials. Three independent configu-
rations were generated by equilibrating at high temperature for
different lengths of time, and uncertainties are taken as standard
error calculated using these three configurations. After equili-
bration at T � Tg, we rapidly quenched the systems to T = 0.05
at a cooling rate of Γ̇ = ∆T/∆t = 1× 10−3. We collected volume
change during cooling, which allowed us to obtain Tg by locat-
ing the temperature at which the thermal expansion coefficient
αT = (∂ lnv/∂T )P changes, shown in Figure 2. The Tg for the LJ
systems is 0.417±0.003, while the Tg for the mLJ (D = 0.75) sys-
tems shows a slight decrease at 0.398±0.001. The ratios of ther-
mal expansivity (αT,l/αT,g) for the LJ and the mLJ systems are
2.245± 0.001 and 15.70± 0.09, respectively. While this quantity
for the LJ system matches well with experimental data of a typ-
ical polymer, the value for the mLJ system is significantly higher
due to the large αT for the supercooled liquid. However, since our
interest in this study is mainly to investigate the mechanics of the
glass pillar failure mechanism and the transition from necking to
fracture failure at constant temperature below Tg, properties of
the supercooled liquid do not play a significant role in our simu-
lations.

Strain localization studies.

Cylindrical pillars with a diameter of approximately 30σ and an
aspect ratio of approximately 2 were generated; this diameter is
large enough to allow for bulk like dynamics in the center of the
pillar10. Four independent configurations of pillars for each D
value were generated at high temperatures and equilibrated to
erase previous thermal history. Pillars were equilibrated in the
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Fig. 2 Characterization of LJ and mLJ (D = 0.75) systems. (a). Cooling profiles of

LJ and mLJ bulk systems using a quench rate of Γ̇ = 1×10−3. The dotted lines are

linear regression fits used to identify Tg.

NVT ensemble at T � Tg with periodic boundary condition along
the length of the pillars, then quenched to T = 0.05. A repulsive
wall potential was used at high temperature to maintain pillar
geometry. Configurations at a total of six temperatures below Tg

(T ∈ [0.05,0.3] with an increment of 0.05) were collected dur-
ing cooling in order to ensure a consistent sample history. We
deformed each pillar at constant temperature and constant true
strain rate (ε̇ = 1×10−4) by applying uniaxial tension along the z
direction.

Using particle configurations during deformation, we calcu-
lated the local strain rate associated with each particle4,37

J2(ε,ε +∆ε) =
1

∆ε

√
1
d

Tr
[

1
d
(JT

i J− I)− 1
d

Tr(JT
i J− I)

]2
(2)

where d is the dimensionality of the system, Ji is the best affine
transformation matrix for particle i at strain ε, given a lag strain
of ∆ε, and I is the identity matrix. This local strain rate is cal-
culated for each monomer by calculating the best-fit local affine
transformation matrix, constructing the Lagrangian strain tensor,
and extracting the deviatoric components. Particles with large J2

values have a higher non-affine strain rate in their local environ-
ment.

While it is informative to see the variation of J2 for each
monomer, we also develop metrics to characterize the mesoscale
nature of the strain response in order to distinguish strain local-
ization and homogeneous plastic flow. We divided the cylindrical
pillar axially into 20 slabs of equal thickness, and calculated the
spatial fluctuations of average J2 values between pairs of slabs.
We define SL as this quantity averaged over all pairs of slabs,

SL(T,ε;εw) =
1

nb(nb−1)

nb

∑
i=1

nb

∑
j=1, j 6=i

〈(J2(i,ε)−〈J2( j)〉εw)
2〉εw

·〈(J2( j,ε)−〈J2(i)〉εw)
2〉εw

(3)

where nb denotes the number of blocks, the overhead bar rep-
resents averaging over all particle J2 values within the block, εw

represents the strain window over which we averaged J2 values in
addition to slab average. In all of our calculations, we chose εw to
be the same as the lag strain used in calculations of J2, ∆ε = 1%.

This additional average over strain window allows us to focus on
spatial fluctuations that are relatively long lived. When the strain
is homogeneous, the averages of J2 in any two slabs i and j will be
approximately the same, and as a result 〈(J2(i,ε)−〈J2( j)〉εw will
be nearly zero and SL is small. In contrast, when there are large
spatial variations in the strain rate, SL increases sharply, indicat-
ing strain localization. Each slab is approximately 5 monomers
thick prior to deformation, and increases in thickness affinely as
strain increases.

Voronoi volume calculations.

We used a C++ library (Voro++) to perform Voronoi tessella-
tion of our nanopillar, and to compute the resulting Voronoi vol-
umes.38 For the tessellation routine, we treated the center of our
monomer as the centroid of the Voronoi cell. After the calcula-
tion of the Voronoi volumes for all particles in our nanopillars
for all strains, we discard the particles that are on the surfaces of
the pillars by discounting any particle that has a Voronoi volume
larger than 8σ3. We examined the distributions of Voronoi vol-
umes before and after strain is applied for different D values and
temperatures. Finally, to identify particles near a fracture surface,
we sorted all of the non-surface particle Voronoi volumes by their
magnitude, and defined a cutoff Voronoi volume for each D value
and ε to be the 90th percentile of the Voronoi volumes.

Results

Macroscopic Mechanical Response.

We began our analyses by comparing the mechanical response of
the LJ and mLJ (with D = 0.75) systems. First, we used engineer-
ing stress data collected during our deformation simulations to
plot the stress-strain relationship for both systems to investigate
the effect of modifying the LJ potential on the yield strength and
the elastic modulus. As shown in Fig. 3, both the yield strength
and the elastic modulus are higher in the mLJ system, and they
decrease modestly with increasing temperature, as expected. The
effects of temperature are more pronounced in the mLJ system
with D = 0.75. At the highest temperature in our study, the LJ
and mLJ pillars exhibit similar stress-strain behavior, suggesting
that the effect of modifying interaction potential on bulk mechan-
ical properties becomes minimal at higher temperatures close to
Tg. The differences in behavior at low temperature are stark:
LJ exhibits significant plasticity, while mLJ stress curve decreases
sharply after yielding at ε ≈ 4%. In Figure 3c, we show the stress-
strain relationship obtained at the lowest temperature for systems
with each D considered; as D increases, the stress-strain curve
shows less plasticity after yield.

The effect of quench rate exhibits the expected behaviors as
quench rate decreases. To examine the effect of quench rate, we
constructed pillars using quench rate two orders of magnitude
slower (Γ̇ = 1×10−5) than the fast quenched samples. Figure 3d
demonstrates that the slowly quenched pillars at a given D and
temperature tend to have higher yield stress and higher elastic
modulus than their fast quenched counterparts, consistent with
the common observation that physical aging of a glass increases
its modulus. Additional tests were done to examine the effect of
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Fig. 3 Stress-strain curve of (a) LJ and (b) mLJ (D = 0.75) pillars at six tempera-

tures below Tg. Pillars at temperatures below Tg were deformed uniaxially at a true

strain rate of ε̇ = 1× 10−4. Insets show variations amongst four independent pillar

configurations at the lowest temperature. (c). Pillars at T =0.05 using all four values

of D (0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75). (d). Comparison between two quench rates for the LJ

and mLJ (D = 0.75) pillars at T = 0.05. A stress offset is used by subtracting the

initial system stress (constant c) to start all curves at σeng = 0

strain rate using a rate an order of magnitude smaller, ε̇ = 1×10−5

at T = 0.05. For the LJ (D = 0) system, the stress-strain behavior
is indistinguishable between the two strain rates. For the D =
0.75 system, while yield stress is slightly reduced when a slower
strain rate is used, the elastic modulus remains the same. The
overall trend of increasing D value increases the yield stress and
elastic modulus is qualitatively the same using strain rates that
are one decade different (data not shown).

Figure 4 demonstrates the difference in failure mechanism be-
tween the two potentials with D = 0 and 0.75. Snapshots of our
simulation were taken while the deformation is in elastic, yield,
and post-yield regimes, and instantaneous J2 values calculated
over a lag strain of 1% are employed to color each monomer. The
color scale is compressed so that blue represents 80th percentile
and lower, and red represents 99.95th percentile and higher, and
these percentiles are defined based on J2 data collected from the
entire simulation. Each framed (blue and red) set represents a
configuration at the stated conditions: LJ vs. mLJ (D = 0.75),
and T = 0.05 vs. T = 0.30. The LJ system exhibits necking at
the lowest temperature in our study, implying the system retains
significant ductility even far below its Tg, while the mLJ system
at low temperature exhibits brittle failure with a fracture surface
at approximately 45o to the normal. At T = 0.30, both potentials
exhibit homogeneous plastic flow.

Microscopic response.
Figure 5 visualizes the post-yield strain field as a function of tem-
perature for all of the potentials considered. We can see that
for a given D value and quench rate, the degree of strain lo-
calization decreases and eventually vanishes as temperature in-
creases. For the same quench rate and temperature combina-

LJ, T = 0.05(a) mLJ, T = 0.05(b)

LJ, T = 0.30(c) mLJ, T = 0.30(d)

99.95%

80%

J2

Fig. 4 Visualization of the strain field of a subset of our polymer pillars. Pillars are

colored with a selected range of J2 values in each frame (80th to 99.5th percentiles).

The four framed sets show (a) LJ at T = 0.05, (b) mLJ at T = 0.05, (c) LJ at T = 0.30,

and (d) mLJ at T = 0.30. Within each set, we visualized the strain field on the pillars

in the elastic (left: ε ≈ 2.5%), yield (middle: ε ≈ 5.0%), and post-yield (right: ε ≈ 28%)

regimes.

tion, as we increase D we transition from necking deformation to
brittle fracture failure modes. Additionally, the slowly quenched
pillars have more pronounced strain localization than their fast
quenched counterparts, especially at higher temperatures.

We quantify the extent of strain localization by examining the
SL function defined above for all of the systems as a function
of strain. In Figure 6, we plotted logSL as a function of total
strain. In both the LJ and the mLJ systems, logSL at a given strain
increases sharply as temperature decreases, and this increase is
larger in the mLJ system. At higher temperatures, the logSL val-
ues remain relatively unchanged throughout deformation, consis-
tent with the snapshots shown in Figure 4 and the expectation for
a homogeneous strain field. At lower temperatures, the magni-
tude of the spatial variations in strain rate becomes substantially
larger as strain increases due to the formation of either a neck or
the shear band. As T is lowered, SL gradually increases with no
sharp cross-over from homogeneous to localized plastic flow. Fig-
ure 6(c) shows that for different values of D, the SL values differ
by up to one order of magnitude between the two extreme cases
of D values as the sample is deformed through the yield point.
While SL does distinguish homogeneous dynamics from strain lo-
calization, SL does not allow us to draw a distinctive boundary
between necking and brittle failures.

To distinguish between ductile necking and brittle fracture, we
examine the Voronoi volumes for the monomers in our nanopil-
lars. When we plot the Voronoi volume distributions for the sam-
ples experiencing brittle and ductile failure modes, we observe
that the brittle samples have significant changes in Voronoi vol-
ume distributions after strain is applied. Figure 7a shows that for
the most brittle nanopillar (mLJ, D = 0.75), the Voronoi volume
distribution after yield is characterized by a broad tail that favors
larger Voronoi cell volumes. This change is not observed in the
LJ potential systems (D = 0) after the same amount of strain is
applied. Additionally, at the highest temperature (T = 0.3), the
difference in the distributions before and after strain is insignifi-
cant (data not shown), as expected for a ductile system. From this
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Fig. 5 Representative images of pillars at the end of our deformation simulations

(ε ≈ 30%. The particles are highlighted using cumulative J2 values calculated com-

paring the configurations at the initial and the end of the entire simulation. Particle

color scales are determined using the 80th and 99.95th percentile of all J2 values

for the cutoff for blue and red colors respectively. This means the blue particles
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Fig. 6 Spatial fluctuation of local strain rate (SL) as a function of strain for (a) LJ

and (b) mLJ (D = 0.75) pillars deformed at temperatures below Tg using uniaxial de-

formation rate of ε̇ = 1×10−4. SL is calculated using a time window that corresponds

to ε = 1%, and each pillar is divided into 20 slabs in length (z) such that each slab

has a thickness of 5.0 σ to 5.5 σ , before and after 30% strain is applied, respec-

tively. (c). SL as a function of strain for each D value at T = 0.05. J2 values used

to compute SL here are cumulative, i.e., between the current strained configuration

and initial configuration.
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observation, we devised a simple metric to differentiate between
the failure modes: for each applied strain, we identify the 90th
percentile Voronoi volume, and refer to this value as the cutoff
volume, Vc(ε). We then plotted this cutoff volume as a function
of strain for the various D parameters we have used in our study;
to better compare these cutoff volumes across different systems,
we normalized Vc at each strain by its value before deformation,
V̄c =Vc(ε)/Vc(ε = 0).
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Fig. 7 (a). Voronoi volume distributions for LJ and D = 0.75 before deformation

and after yield. (b). Cutoff Voronoi volume for the four D values tested in our

study, at T = 0.05, on samples generated by using different quench rates. Solid

lines represent fast quenched samples (Γ̇ = 1×10−3), while dashed lines represent

slowly quenched samples (Γ̇ = 1× 10−5). Error bars for all samples are generated

using standard errors over three independent configurations.

Figure 7b shows the cutoff volume vs. strain for all four D pa-
rameters used, at the lowest temperature we have studied (T =
0.05). Because of the normalization procedure, the V̄c values for
all systems start at 1, but the mLJ systems with higher D values
increase more rapidly than the LJ systems after a small strain is
applied, prior to when the yield point is observed in macroscopic
analyses of the system (i.e. stress-strain curves, pillar snapshots).
For the pillars with more ductile response, V̄ exhibits a modest
increase of approximately 1% while the more brittle pillars ex-
hibit a more rapid and larger increase, up to approximately 5%.
For more slowly quenched pillars, V̄c values are higher at a given
strain for each D, suggesting that the slowly quenched samples
are embrittled due to their more rapid increase in the particles’
relative free volume.

Distinguishing Failure Modes.

The mechanical properties of glass are highly dependent on sur-
face treatment, and previous studies have argued that the re-
sponse of different materials can be understood through changes
in surface roughness.39,40 Here we attempt to quantify whether
our observed failure modes correlate with changes in surface
roughness. From our pre-deformation configurations, we calcu-

lated the surface roughness as σ2
R = ∑

n
i=1

(
Ri−〈R〉pillar

)2
, where

we summed the squared differences between ith slab radius, Ri,
and the averaged pillar radius, 〈R〉pillar, for all of our pillars, and
plotted them against the fluctuation in spatial correction of local
strain rate, SL. As demonstrated above in Figure 6, lower temper-
ature and higher D values result in higher SL values. For systems
with D > 0, the pillars tend to have a rougher surface. However,
the variation in roughness is not significant between samples with
the same D value and temperature, even when we compare the
coldest pillar with the hottest pillar, which clearly have different
failure modes and SL values. This result suggests that surface
roughness alone cannot adequately differentiate the different de-
grees of strain localization. A similar lack of correlation is also
observed between V̄c and the surface roughness.
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Fig. 8 Spatial fluctuation of local strain rate as a function of pillar surface rough-

ness for fast (closed circles) and slowly (open circles) quenched pillars in our stud-

ies. Each data point is an average of three independent configurations.

Conclusions
We used Molecular Dynamics (MD) systems of glassy polymer
nanopillars to simulate uniaxial tensile deformation. In order to
simulate brittle failure, we incorporated a previously proposed
change to the Lennard-Jones (LJ) pair potential and further char-
acterized the impact of this modification on macroscopic material
properties as well as structural and dynamic information on the
length scale of merely a few Kuhn lengths. Using an order param-
eter that quantifies the localized strain rate spatial fluctuation,
we found that the mLJ potential can be used to describe signif-
icant differences in the degree of strain localization as a func-
tion of D values and temperature, which allows it to differentiate
from homogeneous plastic flow in the cases when no shear band
forms. From calculating the Voronoi volumes of each monomer,
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we found that the brittle nanopillars have drastically different
Voronoi volume distributions from the ductile samples, and we
devised a cutoff Voronoi volume at 90th percentile to quantita-
tively characterize the nanopillars with different failure modes.
We believe this metric would enable us to quantitatively under-
stand different failure modes using features in the sample struc-
ture at the molecular scale.
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